SPEAKING AND TRAINING SERVICES
CONTACT: Thomas Brooks
+1 (281) 217-1960
Brooks @ AlphaMultimedia.com
www.AlphaMultimedia.com/Speaking.htm

Course Title: Authentic Diversity and Multiculturalism to Spark Creativity for High Performance
Through presentation material, dialogue and case studies, participants will be trained in:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Leadership / Behaviors of High Trust Leaders
Diversity Awareness
The Language of Inclusion
Understanding Stereotypes and Generalizations
Sparking Creativity / Diversity of Thoughts
Breakthrough Performance

Facilitator: Thomas Brooks is an impactful
speaker and facilitator. Brooks is the bestselling
author of A Wealth of Family: An Adopted Son's
International Quest for Heritage, Reunion and
Enrichment [ISBN 978-0977462933]. His book
won in the Multicultural Non-Fiction Category in
the National Indie Excellence Book Awards, and
it was a No. 1 Amazon.com Bestseller for the
Adoption and for African-American Studies
categories.
Duration:
Location:
Cost:

Half or Full Day
Chosen by Client
$3300 (includes travel costs)

Happy Clients:
"Thomas Brooks talked on heritage, diversity and multiculturalism. He delivered a program for our Morehouse
students and faculty that exceeded our expectations. We were very pleased!"
Herman “Skip” Mason, Director – Morehouse College
"Thomas Brooks leveraged his personal insights on diversity and adoption, and his experience on the topics of
communication skills and leadership, to facilitate a practical and amazing workshop for our families."
Dr. Bola Delano-Oriaran, St. Norbert College / Co-Chair – Umoja Conference
"Thomas Brooks gave our teachers and parents a wonderful lecture and presentation on the issues of diversity,
cultural sensitivity, and inclusion. His informed, polished, yet approachable style was very well received by our
audience."
Bob Woese, Principal – Atlanta (GA) Public Schools
"Thomas Brooks was masterful at captivating our student body's attention on the difficult issues of heritage,
diversity, multiculturalism, education and community service in America. Our students raved about his ability to
connect with them in a way that few speakers have in the past."
Rod Jemison, Director – La Jolla (CA) Country Day School

